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SLAS Newsletter's 51st year of publication
Please Welcome The Newest SLAS Members
Burnett, Jordan T
Cox, Geoffrey
Dyer, Jeffrey
Groesz, Richard
Guinn, Sue
Kent, Jacob

Krakovsky, Eliana
Lang, Logan
Lemoine, Nicholas
Meredith, William
Morehead, Robert
Morgan, Clayton

Nielsen, Jeff
Novak, Mark
Richardson, Stephanie
Riggs, Gene
Ryle, Taylor
Stolfe, Max

Trimble, Madelin
Vicory, Jillann
Van Wagoner, Shanta
Vanasco, Pau
Woods, Jamil
Woods, Sara
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Jamie Bradley's shot of May's total eclipse of the Moo

SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BOARD MEETIN
12 May 2021
Special Note: Due to the COVID-19 outbreak the meeting was held virtually
Board Members in Attendance: Aleta Cox, Daland Speirs, Tom Sevcik, John Drabik
Other Members in Attendance: Patrick Wiggins, Rodger Fry, Luke Moses, Mike Clements, Joan
Carman, Leslie Fowler and others
Location: Online virtual meeting using Zoo
President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order: 7:09 P
Aleta sent an updated Agenda to Board Members before the meeting. She informed the group that
Jamie Bradley will be unable to attend this evening
Aleta began with discussion to update the equipment check-out page for H-Alpha telescopes and
Daystar filters. Rodger said that the Daystar is for trained and approved members only due to
their high cost and sensitivity to damage. Aleta suggested that those interested must take
required training and demonstrate proficiency on the Bogdan refractor, with Daystar-specific
training and approval of the Observatory Directory as well. Patrick and Rodger noted that we
could simply not list the device, so that only those trained would know about it (Note: the
devices have already been listed, so this may require further steps.
SLAS owns two Coronado PST solar telescopes, one of which is currently on loan. John asked
about the operational status – Luke will check with the borrower to determine the current
status of the device. On a related topic, Luke noted that the loaner telescope website page
needs an update, as does the equipment-for-sale list. Luke asked that discussion of the latter
of these be moved to later in the meeting
Aleta noted that she sent the proposed Star Party schedule to the Board by email. It proposes
to start on Friday, May 21st, at Harmon’s 7th East, followed the next night by a Star Party at
SPOC (Saturday, May 22nd). She included proposed safety protocols and requirements in her
email. She also said that these two parties should be considered startup-events, until we see
how the general public reacts. Motion by John to proceed with the two star parties, as already
planned, with the remaining star parties to be subject to general memberships discussion next
week. Second by Tom, passed unanimously
After the vote, it was noted that the website will need minor updates for the events, and that
the announcement page should include the list of safety precautions and recommendations based
on Utah guidelines. Tom feels we should also add “If you are not feeling well, please stay
home to the other directives. He also asked if we could have signs to let people know if the
event (Friday or Saturday) is canceled. Patrick noted the announcements already say that they
are subject to cancellation, for example, due to weather
Ken will remove the “all events on hold” notice from the website, and replace the text with
more appropriate wording based on the two trial parties
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Rodger noted that next week’s speaker is Richard Kowalski, who will be speaking on Near Earth
Orbit (NEO) phenomena

Discussion turned to excess equipment sales. John asked Luke for a status update. Luke
mentioned that we have received an offer to buy the blue LX mount. Consensus among those on
the call that we should not sell it because the offered amount is too low, and it is not
currently listed as For Sale anyway. We will keep the mount in the Loaner equipment
Aleta asked attendees for their feelings about in-person Board meetings. Concern was expressed
over the somewhat closed meeting rooms. Patrick said the Denny’s in Lake Point has a large
meeting room, and the Denny’s on 5th South has been used in the past. Tom, Daland, and John
all indicated that they are comfortable with resuming in-person Board meetings at the 500
South Denny’s
For the next Board meeting only, we will change the time to 7:30 PM to make it easier for
attendees to arrive in person, and for Ken or another person to setup a Zoom call for those
who prefer to attend remotely. Patrick quickly called that the 500 South Denny’s, and
confirmed that we have the side room reserved for our next Board meeting (June 9, 2021) at
7:30 PM
As noted earlier, there was already discussion of the star parties and the Board agreed to
approve the remainder of the proposed calendar, after the two trial run parties on the 21st
and 22nd. It was noted again that the star parties will be discussed next week with the
general membership
On a related note, Patrick asked about updating or removing the Facebook page for star parties
as it has not been maintained. Other attendees did not know who might have admin access to the
page to modify it. Luke will contact Facebook and/or prior SLAS board members to see who might
have the admin rights for the page. Patrick noted that the link is also in every issue of SLAS
News, and asked whether it should be removed from there. [UPDATE: on 5/13, Patrick sent an
email with the specific link in question. Luke commented by email that there are other links
to consider and that we should keep the page (and update it). Further information to come.
Aleta informed the Board about an email she received from member Ann House, who had received a
call from Claudia Powell from the Homestead Resort. They are looking for people to come to the
resort (in Midway) a couple of times per month to entertain guests for the summer, possibly
including star parties, and activities for children, and that these might be during the day or
at night. Homestead will offer some form of compensation but a dollar amount has not been set.
Aleta also said that Ann was contacted by Craig Fisher, who is setting up senior citizen day
trips, and would like to include senior citizen visits to SPOC. The frequency of the visits is
unclear. Patrick believes we should just invite them to attend our regular star parties now
that it appears they will return. Also, apparently donations to SLAS were mentioned in the
discussion with Ann; consensus that donations are fine, but we will not charge a fee. The
meeting attendees agreed that senior citizens should just be invited to regular star parties
now that they are back on a schedule
Aleta next raised the issue of the December Solstice Party, and proposed December 4th at
Golden Corral Midvale. We have typically had at least 100 people attend in the past, and
suitable space will be needed. Door prizes are also needed, and Aleta asked about forming a
committee to find them. Ann House's name was suggested
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Next up was the Secretary / Treasurer report. John provided the following summary. SLAS
received $434.38 for membership and related dues in April, plus $1.39 interest. The account
balance as of May 1 was $33,407.55, after expenditures (below)

The final version of the April records was sent to Patrick for posting on the website. There
is an accounting discrepancy of $25.58 (in SLAS’s favor) which may be a PayPal issue. An
entry-by-entry examination of records since March 1 has not resolved the matter. John has
begun a deeper check of all entries, including unexpected entries such as Amazon Smile
donations to determine the cause
John added that expenditures in April were $75.00 for the Solicitation Permit renewal, $998.56
for Provo telescope loaner program purchases (reimbursed), $755.00 for D&O insurance renewal,
and $356.00 for General Liability insurance renewal. Also, that we added seven new members in
April: Peter Ketchum, Michael Summers, Neil Vander Most, Guy Coleman, Adrian Barson, Greg
Canning and Michelle Thompson
John then asked Luke about the excess equipment sale status. Luke has received an offer on the
14” Celestron on the dolly but it was listed at $4,500 and the received offer is not close to
that amount. John and Aleta feel the offer is too low and should be rejected. Next, Luke
mentioned the ST7 CCD camera; it too had a low bid offer, and both John and Luke feel that the
offer is too low for the camera system too. Regarding the 10’ dome, LX200, mount, and base, an
offer has been received for just the dome and mount but not the telescope and base
While meeting attendees felt the amount was reasonable for those two pieces, the Board had
previously indicated a desire to sell them as a lot and not separately. Those present wondered
how we would sell the other items (e.g., the telescope without the mount, but with the base).
After extensive discussion on the various equipment, it was decided that most items will be
separately listed (except for the ST7 and related accessories due to their dependency on each
other)
Luke suggested that we put out an email offering the following for sale
-

LX200 with base, no mount - ST7 with accessorie
Dolly-mounted Celestro
10’ dome (see next
Paramount (note: the last two will be listed separately in the email

In other words, everything will be split up for sale. In addition, it will not be sufficient
for a person simply to indicate they are interested in a given item – they must enter a bid by
July 1st in order to be considered. The bid for the dome and mount, and for the ST7, will be
entered as already received but further bidding will be closed-bid, best-offer received by
July 1, 2021. Bidders will not be informed if they have been outbid, and Luke will not open
the bids until July 1st
The highest bid for any given piece of equipment on July 1 will be the winner. Luke will
present the list of equipment to members again at the next General meeting (next week) but
will not announce the suggested value amounts that the Board had previously agreed upon.
Instead, it will be, as noted above, a closed-bid / best-offer by July 1 auction. Any
equipment that is not sold at that time will be listed on KSL or another reputable site
Motion by John to accept Luke’s suggestion re: the email offer and method of taking closed
bids, and noting again that dollar-amount suggestions will not be given for any of the
equipment. Those making offers should make their best offer in a sealed bid. Second by Daland,
passed unanimously
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Patrick said while we were discussing the equipment he called Golden Corral regarding the
December Solstice Party, and the room is ours

Daland asked, given that extra events such as private star parties are now not going to be
considered, whether we need an Events Coordinator. Aleta agreed to send contact information to
Tom for such requests
Aleta brought up Jamie’s email about attending tonight, wherein he mentioned a request from
St. Olaf’s school about an August star party. It was noted that the same considerations as
earlier will still apply (SLAS will not support them due to liability concerns, but may seek
volunteers who can then contact St. Olaf’s directly). Patrick noted that, as a Board member,
Jamie can ask for volunteers via SLAS Blast or other avenues, but these are volunteer requests
and not endorsed by SLAS
Tom had one additional item: he asked that we record future Zoom meetings to make review
easier. There were no objections, but John noted that, now that we are returning to in-person
meetings, whether we missed the opportunity to record meetings sooner. Zoom has the ability to
record meetings, which would save John (or future Secretaries) a lot of note-taking, but at
this point it won’t make a difference this year at least unless things take a bad turn with
regard to the pandemic. [Ed. note: if this is done, we will have to find out what is needed to
download, use, and preserve the Zoom recordings. In addition, note that rapidly finding past
Board decisions, as happened tonight with regard to supporting private star parties, will be
much slower and more difficult unless the recorded session is transcribed.
There being no further business, Aleta concluded the meeting
Meeting adjourned: 9:05 P

SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP MEETIN
19 May 2021
Special Note: Due to the COVID-19 outbreak the meeting was held virtually
Board Members in Attendance: Aleta Cox, Jamie Bradley, Daland Speirs, Tom Sevcik, John Drabik
Other Members in Attendance: ~3
Location: Online virtual meeting using Zoo
President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order: 7:31 P
President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order and introduced the guest speaker, Richard
Kowalski, from the Catalina Sky Survey in Arizona
She described his discovery of thirteen comets and asteroids, and his numerous asteroid
photometric studies. He has also supported several professional efforts regarding NEOs
including asteroids. He has two unique claims to fame. The first is that he owns a piece of
the first asteroid impactor ever discovered, which he identified and which landed in Sudan not
long after
He is also the only person in history to own a piece of a celestial object that he discovered
(2008-TC3). He is a member of the Catalina Sky Survey, and an astrophotographer. The subject
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of tonight’s presentation is Near Earth Objects

Presentation: Near Earth Object
Mr. Kowalski described his amateur astronomy interest since he was about 8 years old. In the
1990’s he built an observatory and started the Minor Planet Mailing List for amateurs and
professionals to use for asteroid and comet work. In 2005 he obtained his current position
with Catalina using their then recently refurbished telescope
Before his work with Minor Planets, public interest in asteroids and NEOs had been minimal. In
1994, the impact of comet Shoemaker-Levy into Jupiter convinced many people that there was
danger from objects like asteroids and comets. Congress got things going by funding sky
surveys to find objects greater than 1 km in size. Such an asteroid would probably wipe out
civilization as we know it. A 2 km impactor would be even worse, causing global-scale
extinctions
Fortunately, they were able to determine that objects of that size are relatively rare and so
they are now mandated to search for objects as small as about 140 meters in size. But objects
of this size could still destroy much of the Western USA or even entire small countries
Mr Kowalski showed their two observatory sites and the telescopes used at each, and the 111
megapixel (10560 x 10560 pixel) CCD camera which is cooled to -100 degrees C. The camera is an
integral part of their research. The extreme cooling gets rid of virtually all thermal noise.
The camera on smaller instruments such as their 1 meter telescope use 2k x 2k pixel CCD
cameras cooled to -40 degrees C, which is similar to what amateur astronomers use and can
achieve today
He next described the potential observatory disaster that was averted thanks to the efforts of
firefighters during the 2020 Bighorn fire in California. Firefighters were able to keep the
fire away from the observatory although the Catalina mountains elsewhere were heavily damaged
and burned
Next he described software that they use for the telescopes, and their typical workflow. The
software includes COVTOOL, an image queue viewer, telescope control software, and other common
software including open source email and other packages. Their workflow is similar from night
to night. They work in bands of declination, controlled by the COVTOOL software, with about 12
fields at a time. They loop over the fields four times each, which is about a 30 minute cycle
time. Their software then identifies whether there are objects which are moving quickly across
the four frames for a given sky field. The results are widely shared and are even published
before they know whether a newly discovered object will result in impact or not
The results they share with other survey teams (which are few in number) are also available to
the public, and can be used to continue a search after a given observatory is no longer in
range. This process is called arc extension. The data is published as soon as it is available,
to the Minor Planet Mailing List. Even new objects are publicly listed so anybody with a
reasonable telescope can extend the arc to avoid losing an object
He noted that some people claim NASA, who funds Catalina Survey, hides data on impactors to
avoid panic but in fact, the data is published when found, even before it is known if an
object will impact, so there is no chance of a NASA conspiracy. In fact, when a new object is
found, they usually don’t know at that point if the NEO will impact Earth at all, so there is
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no truth to “keep it quiet” concerns

He noted that 2008-TC3 was the first-ever impactor found (he discovered it; a NASA orbital
mechanics researcher took his readings and predicted where it would land. He was correct to
within about 1 mile, in Sudan)
After impact, students went looking for pieces near a railway station in that isolated part of
the desert. When they found the fragments, he was given one of them. As a result, he is the
first person to own a piece of an astronomical object he discovered
Next he described the use of infrasound detectors that are located around the planet to detect
nuclear detonations and treaty violations, and how those sensors were used to identify 2014AA. It was triangulated to a point in the Atlantic ocean – Mr Kowalski is the only person to
have seen that object, not long before impact, although data was published to the MPML
Another object of interest was 2018-LA, which landed in Botswana. The material was later
identified as having come from the asteroid Vesta, and in particular, to a crater on that
asteroid. He mentioned that a Youtube video from Metaball Studios may be of interest to those
wanting more details on NEOs
They are currently modifying the 1 meter telescope to remove the visual optics so they can put
the CCD camera at prime focus. This should increase sensitivity (by removing reflective
surfaces). They are also adding a filter wheel which should make some spectroscopy possible
He then proceeded to show a number of asteroid images including TC3 and a meteor estimated to
have been the cause of Meteor Crater in Arizona, hovering over a football field (100 yards
long) for comparison. He noted again that even a 140 meter asteroid would kill millions of
people, but also that such objects are rare
A TC3-sized object (1-2 meters) impacts Earth a couple of times each year. Larger objects
might not occur for thousands or even millions of years. For example, a 140 meter object might
impact once every half-million years. Larger objects are even rarer. One famous example is the
Yucatan meteor, which wiped out the dinosaurs planet wide
If we can identify them, what can we do about them before they cause mass destruction? He
described four primary ways that have been identified to move them away from Earth, depending
on their distance and speed when found. The first method is paint: titanium dioxide white
paint. If enough could be spread across an object, pressure from sunlight would divert the
path. Another is called a Gravity Tractor. In this case, a spaceship is sent close to the
object, and then the spaceship is gradually steered away from Eart
Gravity causes the asteroid to follow the spaceship. However, for large objects it might take
centuries to move them with these techniques. Two other methods are rockets (effectively,
strapped to the asteroid and then ignited to push it away) and nuclear bombs. Nuclear devices
are a last resort, since they could fail, or could just result in thousands or millions of
fragments which would then rain down on the planet, also causing mass destruction. He also
described nuclear devices as the “least elegant” option, despite movies depicting their use
He noted though, that comets are a more serious threat. They can have very long periods, and
detection time is usually 5-6 years or less from Earth, which would severely limit the time we
would have to react to them and take protective measures. Comets are also much larger – up to
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10 miles across, which implies massive destruction or planet-wide extinction of life.

Fortunately, they are rare; comets that hit Earth only occur about once every 100 million
years (dinosaur comet example)
Mr Kowalski described other NEO survey programs, including ATLAS, but that one is intended
more for identifying last-minute impactors. Another is Zwicky Transient Factory. Another that
will be launched in a few years is NEOCAM, which will be positioned near the L1 point between
Earth and the Sun, not too far from the James Webb Space Telescope
Amateurs can and do get involved in studies. Anybody with a reasonably accurate 8” telescope
can participate in meaningful ways (photometry, arc extension, etc.). These days though, at
least a 24” to 30” telescope is needed to participate in discovery, although the large survey
telescopes do that now and make their data available via MPML
To actively participate, one needs a Site Code and a CCD camera. He noted that SLAS’s Patrick
Wiggins can help SLAS members get a Site Code, if interested. Amateurs can help with light
curves (photometry), occultation timings, and public outreach and education. He noted that
light curves can be used to determine the shape of objects, by using curves from many people
that are then very accurately merged using an accurate timing clock
Mr Kowalski noted the problem with misinformation and conspiracy theories. He said that, after
this briefing, SLAS members now know more than the general public and can help eradicate the
conspiracy theories
He then took questions. One was about use of open source software. He noted that FINDORB is
one such package and is used to make impact estimates. To accurately predict impact requires
knowledge of orbital mechanics, parallax effects, relative Earth movement parameters, etc.
He encouraged SLAS members to look for the Near Earth Object Discovery Page at MPC, and other
NEO-related sites
When asked about cameras, he said CMOS devices are beginning to replace CCDs. Their (Catalina)
massive 111 megapixel CCDs were custom manufactured and required extensive work with the
fabricator. He sees CMOS replacing CCDs on at least one of their larger telescopes in the near
future
When asked about archive data, he said they are working with NASA to get all of their archived
data on a publicly accessible NASA site
Citizen science was next, and he mentioned Zooniverse as being one of their citizen science
projects
There being no further questions, Mr Kowalski’s presentation ended at 8:53
Business Meetin
Aleta switched to business items for discussion and she had several announcements
- There is a lunar eclipse on the 26th of this mont
- Save the date: June 19th (the Summer Solstice is the 20th) is the date she has set for a
Summer Social at SPOC, starting at 5:00 PM. Those interested should bring their own food, if
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desired. SLAS will provide cold drinks

- Save the date: December 4th at 7:00 PM at the Golden Corral in Midvale will be the site of
the SLAS Winter Solstice party (the party was not held in 2020 because of the pandemic). Aleta
noted that she is looking for volunteers for the Door Prize Committee
- Next month’s speaker will be Joseph Hartvigsen, on the MOXIE oxygen generating system that
is proposed for use on Mars
Aleta then asked Don Colton to update members on the Bryce Canyon outing. He said it will be
June 9th to 12th with the first two nights at Rainbow Point, but the second site is not yet
set but may be at Kodachrome Point
There will be park entry fees needed to attend; senior pass holders should be able to get in
without an added fee. These events are usually scheduled around the June New Moon, so for next
year (2022), it could be around either June 1-4, or the June 22-25, but the latter seems
unlikely due to proximity to the 4th of July holiday
Aleta described our first two star parties of 2020. The first will be at Harmons at 7755 South
700 East in Midvale, on Friday May 21st. As usual, it will be from dusk to about 10 PM,
weather permitting.

The second party is the next night, at SPOC, also if weather permits

Aleta presented the star party schedule to the general membership. Rodger moved to accept the
schedule and publish it as shown. Luke seconded. Motion passed with no objections. Aleta will
publish the schedule tomorrow. Those who want to help at Harmon’s should sign up to bring
telescopes
Luke brought up liquidation of excess equipment. Bids are due July 1st. They will be closed
bids. He will send the procedure this week, which people should use if they are interested in
one or more of the items
There being no further business, Aleta adjourned the meeting
Meeting adjourned: 9:26 P

SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BOARD MEETIN
08 June 2021
Note: Due to a scheduling conflict this meeting was held on Tuesday 6/8, and later than normal
(7:30 vs. 7:00). Regular schedule resumes in July.
Board Members in Attendance: Aleta Cox, Daland Speirs, John Drabik
Other Members in Attendance: Luke Moses, Joan Carman, Patrick Wiggins, Rodger Fry (via Zoom),
Tony Sarra, Ken Warner, Alpine Stringham
Location: Denny's restaurant, Lake Point, Uta
President, Aleta Cox called the meeting to order: 7:31 P
Aleta sent an updated Agenda to Board Members before the meeting. This is the Board’s first
in-person meeting in over a year. She informed the group that Jamie Bradley will be unable to
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attend this evening

$34,403.19; expenditures in May were $28.47 (SPOC keys), and $50.41 (SPOC fire extinguishers
recharged)
We added 15 new members in May: Jamile Woods, Shantal Van Wagoner, Jeff Nielse, Christopher
Stokes, Malessa Villafana, Gene Riggs, Paul Vanasco, Jillanne Vicory, Richard Groesz, Nicholas
Lemoine, Logan Lang, Sara Woods, Jordan Burnett, Robert Morehead, and Matthew Covington
Luke reported that excess equipment bids are still arriving and being accepted; winners will
be notified on or about July 1 (bidding ends July 1)
Daland had nothing to report at this time
Patrick introduced the idea of SLAS T-Shirts. Those interested will have to pre-pay and give
their desired size. The exact cost depends on shirt quality, and the Uptown Embroidery shop
(at approx. 500 So 600 West in SLC) indicated the price range is about $12-$20 (includes the
averaged estimated screen print charges). Patrick will work with Ken to get purchase info onto
the http://slas.us website
Aleta discussed Stansbury Days star party. SPOC will be open that day (Saturday, August 21st)
but she noted it will be a full moon
Revisited star parties topic from last month. Aleta clarified that schools are OK, but that
some schools will not have them until classes resume in September or October. St. Olaf’s has
requested support for a school star party
SLAS support will be subject to availability of volunteers with telescopes and weather. We
will entertain support for school star parties at a maximum rate of one per month. Aleta noted
that Harmon’s (parking lots) and Salt Lake County library star parties are already Boardapproved and scheduled
Daland is the SPOC star party coordinator – he needs to find two operators per telescope per
star party, and at least one of them (the primary operator) must be certified on the
associated telescope. Rodger suggested sending a SLAS Blast to certified operators, however,
since only the Primary operator need be certified, the SLAS Blast can go to general membership
because any SLAS member is permitted as a secondary operator
Aleta reminded the Board of the Summer Solstice Party on Saturday June 19, at SPOC. She noted
that the actual Solstice is on the 20th. SLAS will provide cold drinks, but members must bring
their own food (if they want any). A star party will follow. Rodger offered to bring his large
ice tub for the drinks, and Aleta accepted his offer
Aleta noted that the Zoom account, currently in Rodger’s name, expires on Saturday (June
12th). She will have a new account setup before the current account expires
It was noted that the Kolob building has some graffiti on it. Rodger will remove it
Board meetings will return to their normal schedule next month (second Wednesday of each month
at 7:00 PM). The next meeting may be at Denny’s 500 South or, if they are unable to have the
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side room for us, we may return to Lake Point Denny’s
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John gave the Secretary/Treasurer report. Summary: received $1,039.68 in May, bank balance is

large telescopes. Joan was able to speak with the County coordinator, and they have agreed to
get 18 smaller (our usual library loaners) telescopes via SLAS
The number might increase to 26, due to the very large number of Library Holds on the
telescopes that are already available, a huge backlog (182 holds on 8 telescopes). Getting
parts is difficult but they are arriving slowly. Joan will coordinate with the Boy Scout Troop
at St. Matthew’s again, to help with assembly, because they have been so reliable in the past.
Location not determined (possibly St. Matthew’s, or Whitmore library)
Regarding in-person General meetings, Patrick noted that Salt Lake Community College (SLCC) is
still not fully open, and no other suitable site has been found. Aleta will contact them to
try to determine their schedule. However, it was noted that Zoom meetings have enabled us to
have wider access to speakers, more attendees (than even before the pandemic), and we have had
a number of excellent presentations. It was suggested that we hold dual meetings, live and on
Zoom, for those who cannot attend in person for any reason, not just virus concerns
Rodger noted that our speaker next week will discuss the MOXIE oxygen generation system that
is planned for installation and use on Mars in the near future
There being no further business, Daland moved to adjourn. John seconded. Passed. Aleta
adjourned the meeting
Meeting adjourned: 8:30 P

SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP MEETIN
16 June 2021
Special Note: Due to the COVID-19 outbreak the meeting was held virtually
Board Members in Attendance:

Aleta Cox, Daland Speirs, Tom Sevcik, John Drabik

Other Members in Attendance:

~2

Location: Online virtual meeting using Zoo
President, Aleta Cox called the meeting to order: 7:38 P
President Aleta Cox introduced the guest speaker, Joseph Hartvigsen, the VP at OxEON in Salt
Lake City. They created the small-scale oxygen generator incorporated into the Mars rover for
experimental purposes. They are located in Salt Lake City, near the airport on I-215
Joe described the derivation of MOXIE – Mars Oxygen ISRU (in situ) Experiment. He then began
to describe the hardware involved, and briefly showed the OxEON solid oxide electrolysis core
at the heart of MOXIE. He then went on to describe how this is a multi-dimensional (multiple
potential purposes) device that can be used to create oxygen, fuel, and based on the type of
flow, other possible outputs. He noted that the Hohman transfer to Mars means that they can

.
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Joan spoke about Clarke Planetarium bypassing SLAS. Clarke offered to get Salt Lake County 36

The first video described generation goals. The Martian atmosphere is about 96% CO2. Moxie
separates this in the electrolytic cells, to CO plus O2, by first compressing the “air”, and
then by means of the electrolysis cell operating at about 1,500 degrees F. They realize this
will be a slow process, to generate the estimated one metric ton of oxygen needed for a team
of four people on the planet for a period of one year
The second video was more detailed. It noted the CO2, Argon, and other elements in the
atmosphere. One of their cells can create about 6 grams of O2 per hour – about enough to keep
a small dog alive. They need to scale up by a factor of 200x or more, and generate and store
for about two years before humans arrive, in order to have what is needed. The video then went
into further details of MOXIE. The cells are built using about 0.25 cubic centimeters of
zirconium ceramic which is “doped” with various materials to allow electrons through the
ceramic, but not the gases. The cell operates at 800 degrees C
The speaker described it as “solid state ionics”. He then went into greater detail, describing
the electron situation (4 electrons per Oxygen pair). The process is sensitive to the voltage
across the cell – if it is too low, it is inefficient. If it is too high the cells output
Carbon and get clogged. Their experiments demonstrated the characteristic curves needed to
avoid clogging yet still get high efficiency and they applied them to the deployed system
Despite the need to operate at very high temperatures, the system also had to be tested to
very cold temperatures, to survive the trip from Earth to Mars. They also underwent extensive
vibration and pressure testing and performed well after the tests and after the journey. The
cell can be flexibly employed. For example it can make both oxygen and methane for Oxy-methane
rockets (such as SpaceX Dragon). They are looking at use of MOXIE on the moon as well, around
deep craters and canyons (much deeper than the Grand Canyon) which have permanent water ice
deposits
Joe also noted some of the characteristics of working and living on Mars, and the definition
of a Sol (day), which is about 45 minutes longer than an Earth day. He ended his presentation
and proceeded to a Q&A session. Some excerpts from that portion
SOXE cells (the heart of MOXIE) are endothermic, and operate across a fairly wide range of
voltages as long as one is careful of carbon buildup gumming up the works. It is extremely
efficient – close to 100%, but also energy intensive. Attendees asked about options such as
solar power, nuclear, etc. Joe noted that conventional nuclear power, around 50KW, would be
enough. LFTR or LSTR Thorium reactors are a possibility. Solar is possible, but energy storage
is a problem since batteries may not do well in the wide temperature swings encountered. A
molten salt storage mechanism would be able to carry them over dark periods

.
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Timeline to full operations, according to NASA, includes humans on Mars in the late 2020’s. A
full-size MOXIE could be ready by the end of 2022 but due to funding could be much later. He
estimated it will be 6 years before they can be ready [Note: it was not clear if that is here
on Earth pre-launch, or on Mars ready to use. It takes 18 months to get to Mars and that may
be part of the 6 year estimate.
.


 


 


 


 


 


 


The technology derives from alumina-based ceramics originally intended for things like liquid
sulfur batteries. Their current formulation is based on zirconium. The cells or cell pack must
be able to create about 1 Kg of O2 per person per day. He then showed two videos about the
technology. He noted that they very recently successfully generated oxygen during the first
two months on Mars

There being no further questions, Joe wrapped up his presentation at 8:53.
Aleta switched to business items with several announcements
6/18
6/19
6/19
6/26

–
–
–
–

Star Party at Harmons Taylorsville (5400 Redwood), dusk to 10 P
SLAS Social at SPOC, 5-7 PM
Star party at SPOC, dusk until 11 PM
First Sun Party of the year, at Winchester Par

Charles Reed was contacted about a star party on September 9, 10, 11 and further information
will be put in a SLAS Blast
There being no further business, Aleta adjourned the meeting
Meeting adjourned: 9:02 P
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Chris Freerksen's shot of NGC3718
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Joe noted that SpaceX may get to Mars before NASA, however. Systems Architecture for the fullsize plant is not done. It must take many launch, travel, landing, startup, and automation
issues. Joe also went into some further detail about the cells. They use an inconel metal
(Chrome, Fluoride, Yttrium) proprietary, low resistance, high temperature solution that is not
brittle unlike many of the alternatives they tried

SLAS Member Informatio
The SLAS Member Information file is available at http://slas.us/slasbooks/NEWMEM.PDF

Loaner Telescopes For SLAS Member
SLAS has several scopes available for loan to current SLAS members.
under "Membership Benefits" for details

Contact Us

Check the SLAS website

board@slas.us

2021 SLAS Board of Director
President
Meeting
Vice President
Publicity, PR and Web Conten
Secretary-Treasurer
Membership Dues & Renewal
Board Member at Large
SPOC Star Party Coordinato
Board Member at Large
School & Special Star Partie

Aleta Co
Jamie Bradle
John Drabi
Tom Sevci
Daland Speir

Appointed Position
Astronomical League Contact
Equipment Manager
Historian
NASA Night Sky Ambassador
Newsletter Editor
Observatory Director
Private Star Party Coordinator
Webmaster
ZAP Grant Writer

Aleta Co
Luke Mose
Patrick Wiggin
Ann Hous
Patrick Wiggin
Rodger Fr
Don Colto
Ken Warne
Jim Kean

SPOC Advisory Committe
Chair through 01 FEB 2024
Member through 01 FEB 2024
Member through 01 FEB 2024
Member through 01 FEB 2024
Member through 01 FEB 2024
Member through 01 FEB 2024
Member through 01 FEB 2024
Member while SLAS President
Member as Obser. Dir. Emeritus

Rodger Fr
Bob Moor
Patrick Wiggin
Luke Mose
Jim Keen
John Drabi
Bill Kenned
Aleta Co
Bruce Gri

SPOC Telescope Instruction Coordinator
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Marlene Egge
Jim Kean
Rodger Fr
Leslie Fowle
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Refractor
Ealing
Grim
Clements

Events Calenda
NOTICE: Owing to concerns over the COVID-19 pandemic, some in person SLAS
events may be held online. The board will be sending out email SLAS Blasts
advising the membership about any changes
July 202
02 Star party at Wheeler Farm, 6351 S 900 E, dusk to 11:00 p
03 Star Party at SPOC, dusk to 11:00 pm
14 Board Meeting. Location TBD, 7:00 p
16 Star Party at Brickyard Harmons, 3270 S 1300 E, dusk to 11:00 p
17 Star Party at SPOC, dusk to 11:00 p
21 General Membership Meeting may be held online
24 Sun party, 6400 S 1100 W, 9:00 am to noo
30 Star party at Wheeler Farm, 6351 S 900 E, dusk to 11:00 pm
31 Star Party at SPOC, dusk to 11:00 p
August 202
11 Board Meeting. Location TBD, 7:00 p
13 Star party at Cougar Harmons, 4872 W 6200 S, dusk to 11:00 p
14 Star Party at SPOC, dusk to 11:00 p
18 General Membership Meeting may be held online
21 Sun party, 6400 S 1100 W, 9:00 am to noo
21 Star Party at SPOC, dusk to 11:00 p
27 Star party at Wheeler Farm, 6351 S 900 E, dusk to 11:00 p
28 Star Party at SPOC, dusk to 11:00 p
September 202
08 Board Meeting. Location TBD, 7:00 p
10 Star party at Bangerter Harmons, 125 E 13800 S, dusk to 10:00 p
11 Star Party at SPOC, dusk to 10:00 p
15 General Membership Meeting may be held online
18 Sun party, 6400 S 1100 W, 9:00 am to noo
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NOVA is a publication of the Salt Lake Astronomical Society, a non-profit organization. Nova
contains minutes of meetings, Board member names & contact info, activities, reports and
special club events. The editor of NOVA is appointed by the SLAS Vice-President. Members are
encouraged to contribute content. Current editor is Patrick Wiggins, 4099wiggins@gmail.com.

